
710 Coils Slurp-E  
Care & Setup Guide 

 
Congrats on scoring the 710 Coils Slurp-E. We want to make sure you have the best experience possible & 
have made some general guidelines to keeping your gear working and looking new. 
 
 
Setup: The Slurp-E can be used with several different configurations of pearls and pillars. Have fun with it! 
 
1: One 6mm Pearl, Valve Marble, & Top Marble 
2: One 6x23mm Pillar, Valve Marble, & Top Marble 
3: One 6mm Pearl, One 6x15mm Pillar, Valve Marble, & Top Marble 
4. Two 6mm Pearls, Valve Marble, & Top Marble 
 
The above can also be used without a Valve Marble. But expect extra reclaim to get kicked up to the upper 
portion of the Slurp-E and may flood the neck. It will require more cleanup and care. 
 
Temperature ranges vary from 580 to 620℉. Lower temps provide more flavor. But it will take a few more 
pulls to clear out a dab. So, try to keep dabs around a normal size and if they need to be larger, turn the temp 
up as needed to make sure you can finish it in a few good pulls. 
 
We also recommend letting the Slurp-E saturate for 5 or more minutes when first heating up. If using pearls, 
valves, and pillars: you will want to add them before heating up.  
 
To set the coil to the Slurp-E: position the coil so the arm is facing towards the neck of the Slurp-E and add the 
Clip we have supplied to hold it together. The Coil has been pre-fit to the Slurp-E and you should not need to 
mess with it. But if you do have any issues do not hesitate to hit us up!!! 
 
Different configurations: 

 
     
 
Be careful with the Ruby and Sapphire bits. They will crack if put onto a cold surface when hot. This also 
stands for liquid, you need to let them cool down before soaking!!! Q-tip cleaning between dabs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Maintenance & upkeep: We want to make sure you know how to best keep your 710 Coils Slurp-E looking and 
working like new!!! 
 
We have supplied some of the recommended size Q-tips to get you started and some basic instructions below 
to help you clean in between uses. 
 
When removing any marbles, pearls, or pillars. Always make sure you have something safe to put them on. A 
thick cloth or a thick piece of silicone will work for this. One example would be a large silicone container or 
even its lid 
 
How to clean between sessions: 
 
You need to be very careful when doing the below steps as the marbles, pearls, and pillars will all be very 
hot and can burn really bad!!! 
 
Once you have used the Slurp-E and need to clean, you will want to follow the below steps:  
 
1: Get your silicone container or thick cloth to set the hot bits on and you will also need the Jewelry tweezers 
that came with the Slurp-E Kit. Don’t forget the long Q-tips. 
2: Carefully remove the top marble, valve marble, and set them aside 
3: Using the Jewelry tweezers carefully remove the pillar and pearl(s) used and set them aside  
4: Take one of the long Q-tips and clean the inside neck of the Slurp-E  
5: Once done, add the pearl(s) and pillar and top marbles back and let them soak with heat before using again  
6: After several uses, you will want to break the Slurp-E down and give it a good soak before using it again 
 

                                            
 

We truly hope you enjoy your new gear! Please do not hesitate to hit us up with any questions.  
Instagram: @710Coils  •   Email: CS@710coils.com  

 
♡ The 710 Coils Team ♡ 


